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Genre: 
Third person, 3D Action-RPG. 

Platform: 
My target platform is consoles because there 
are lots of control options (this game has a lot 
of elements so the sticks and buttons will come 
in handy). The scope of the game with also 
make it suitable to consoles- console games 
usually cost £40-£60 to purchase and a game 
of this scope will have a relatively big budget 
(though not as scary as AAA games) to produce 
so naturally selling it for 99p on the App store 
would not be appropriate. The number one rea-
son is to make sure that the controllers comple-
ments the  gameplay and controls.

It will be cross-platform on all HD consoles 
(PS3, XBOX 360, PC and Wii U in disk format) 
each of these consoles can handle the game in 
terms of input and graphics, moreover I believe 
there is a market for action RPGs on all of these 
platforms. 

Territories 
Release will cover North America, Europe and 
Japan first, then depending on interest and 
sales the rest of the world.

Market Research:
Survey results from a sample of 54 (gamers 
from Eurogamer, ONM and IGN) 89% were male 
and 11% were female:

• Most common age range: 13-17 years, 18-23 
years.

• Amount people are willing to pay for retail 
games:  £21-£30, £31-£40.

• Amount people are willing to pay for download-
able games: £1-£10, £11-£20.

• Consoles people own: Nintendo Wii, 3DS, DS, 
Xbox 360, PS3, PC all had high ownership.

• Interest in gaming: many were big fans of gam-
ing and consider it as a hobby.

• View on humour in games: everyone were either 
neutral or for humour in games.

• Diversity in what they play: most picked 5 (they 
play a diversity of games).

• Style of graphics: Most preferred both realistic 
and stylized graphics. 

• Favourite games: Action RPGs popped up quite 
often.

• Why they play games: Immersive worlds, online 
play (social), story, playing with friends, chal-
lenge, relaxing and general fun came up several 
times as reasons.

Introduction of game and narrative:
A world that’s inspired by the work of Carl 
Warner and an animated short called ‘Inven-
tion of love’ this particular game world is an 
island divided in half: one side is completely 
made up of food (LaGreen); the other is made 
up completely of cogs and mechanical objects 
(LaMech). The two sides have been in constant 
argument since one believes in going green all 
the way whereas the other wants to create a 
huge industrial island. However, after a strange 
occurrence took place where the food on the 
island suddenly came alive, increased in size 
and trashed the whole island. Not long after 
the habitants evacuated underground or to a 
submarine/airships, leaving only the giant food 
monsters (now reinforced by the cogs and other 
mechanical objects) roaming around the island.
 
The mayor of LaMech hires three mercenaries 
(the three playable characters) to resolve this 
catastrophe. On their mission the three will find 
out the mayor’s true motive, the cause of this 
freak incident and mend the two sides’ relation-
ship.

Players’ mission is to control three mercenar-
ies: destroy monsters, collect loot (food, money, 
cogs), rebuild the island, build up your equip-
ment, explore the world, solve puzzles and eat 
(a balanced diet). 

Characters:

SEBASTIAN- The reserved burly knight who spe-
cialise in close combat. Powerful but slow.

CLYDE-  A sociable, slightly egotistic archer. 
Very talented at ranged combat. Balanced stats.

RAIN(E)- Audacious, energetic, short but proud 
thief of the group. Really speedy and special-
ises in close and ranged combat (though not a 
master of either). 



Gameplay (combat):
The basic idea is to combat monsters and col-
lect loot. Players can switch between three 
characters during combat: Knight (Sebastian), 
Archer (Clyde), Thief (Raine). The knight spe-
cialises in close combat, archer in ranged com-
bat and thief in both. Players are able to switch 
between any of the three characters at any-
time- with the computer (who will mostly just 
defend themselves) or other players controlling 
the ones you’re not playing as.

The game will a third person view, and enemies 
roam around the world freely so you have to go 
up to them to initiate a fight. There are a variety 
of different enemies that require different ways 
to beat them. The key is to utilise the three 
characters in different ways in order to beat the 
enemies efficiently- teamwork is everything! 
Don’t be shy to use the archer to shoot sticky 
substance at enemies so that the slow knight 
can pummel them nice and easy or how about 
throwing the thief on to an enemy with the 
knight. Make sure you use all three characters 
frequent so that they level up at the same rate.

Weapons are also important where thrashing 
giant food monsters and players can carry up to 
6 different weapons at a time . For example, if 
an enemy has a chocolate shield your can shoot 
at and slash at it for ages or use a heat-based 
weapon to melt the annoying block of confec-
tionery. Shooting magnesium arrows will make 
acid based enemies explode. Being smart in 
combat is the best way to be rid of enemies.

Use the environment to your advantage too, in 
the jelly forest is best to jump and bounce on 
jelly trees to not only get to high places but to 
land surprise jump attacks on enemies.

Puzzles:
In each location players will overcome environ-
mental puzzles, akin to the kind found in Zelda 
games. For instance when players are obstruct-
ed by a thick castle door made of hardened 
sugar. First the archer has to spray coke around 
the sherbert walls until a hidden vent above the 
door is discovered; then the Knight has to throw 
the thief up on to the vent allowing her to go 
inside and cut the liquorice rope that’s keep-
ing the door closed. A scanner can be used to 
give subtle hints to the players for these kind of 
situations.

Scanning:
Scanning enemies can give you hints about how 

to beat them and provide useful and witty infor-
mation about them- environments can also be 
scanned. You can also scan yourself for stats, 
equipment and egocentric indulgence on the 
go.

Vehicles:
All three characters have specific vehicles they 
can use in the game. The knight can ride wheel-
chairs (used speed him up as well as provide 
attacking options), archer can ride a mechanical 
horse (makes travelling on land a jumping over 
high places easier and the little thief can ride a 
bird. These vehicles can also be reinforced with 
loot you find.

Difficulty:
When characters run out of hp they will lie on 
the ground and rest for 10 seconds or play-
ers could use a ‘pick me up already’ potion to 
make them get up straight away. When all three 
characters are on the ground the game players 
will be given some tips by a NPC, however en-
emies will regenerate some hp during this time. 
I believe in rewarding those who don’t give up 
rather than punish those who make mistakes 
so if the characters faint it’ll just mean a longer 
time to beat the enemies. Sometimes enemies 
run off however. There is no retry buttons or 
game over screens 

Adjusting enemy difficulty (accessible in the 
pause menu) is also important. The higher the 
difficulty the higher the drop rate. 

Loot and Equipment:
Food & Gears has a high emphasis on collecting 
loot. Defeating enemies drop ingredients and 
it’s with these that equipment and weapons are 
built from. Loot can be found in hidden areas 
in the game world usually reached by solving a 
puzzle. Sometimes enemies drop money that 
can be used to buy non-food or gears related 
clothing from the tailor- who can also improve 
equipment stats or change its appearance for 
a handful of cash. Equipment and weapons can 
wear down after long use so they’ll need to be 
refurbished with some more ingredients (i.e. a 
chocolate armour would require chocolate bars 
to refurbish).

Each equipment and weapon has its own attrib-
utes and looks. For example the chocolate lance 
can reduce enemy speeds thanks to it sticky tip; 
the marshmallow coat is light and shock-adsor-
bent but wears down easily.



Environment:
LaGreen is filled with food-related landmarks 
and hence nearly everything from the hous-
ing to the river is made of food; LaMech on the 
other hand is very much a  steampunk inspired 
place (giant factories, smoke, mechanical 
buildings etc). The contrast is in the fact that 
one side’s very much organic and displays the 
artistic side of the formerly LaIsle (the name of 
the island before the split) whereas the other 
showcases advances in technology and in-
vention- albeit nearly every inch of LaMech is 
artificial.

The world map represents the levels/locations 
that players can choose to go to. Each loca-
tion contains different enemies, landscapes, 
loot, puzzles and surprises. Locations’ appear-
ances and names give a clue of what players 
can expect (i.e. in Cheesiton players can expect 
cheese related  shenanigans as well as awful 
puns related to cheddar coming out of NPCs).

Food and Potions:
Eating and drink is a central part of the game 
Foods help build your stats in a way that re-
sembles real life diet than normal RPG affair. 
i.e: Fat levels affect your defence and speed.

Different foods and dishes will supply differ-
ent nutrients and keeping a balanced diet is 
important in most cases therefore eating fried 
chicken repeatedly will only harm character’s 
efficiency in battle. 

Potions can be used for normal things such as 
healing to slightly obscure uses: make charac-
ters glow.

Online:
There’s two main elements to online play: nor-
mal hunting and carrying out jobs.

In hunting mode players can join a game of 
hunting or start their own. Choosing from in-
game or custom locations. Each game can hold 
up to 2 of each classes. Players can switch their 
character class in the online hub.

Jobs involve delivering player’s letters and in-
gredients collecting online. Which can be taken 
up by players to earn some in game money.


